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Wolfgang Bluhm Photography
1-619-PHOTO-WB
photo@wbluhm.com
WolfgangBluhm.com
RecordingTheLight.com

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
All wedding packages include the following:
Wedding day coverage by two (2) photographers
All post-processing and retouching
High resolution images on CD or DVD
DVD slide show
Copyright release for all photos
2 hours coverage (minimum):

$895 + tax

3 hours coverage:

$1295 + tax

4 hours coverage:

$1595 + tax

5 hours coverage:

$1895 + tax

6 hours coverage:

$2195 + tax
($300 + tax for each additional hour)

No extra charge for travel, as long as the location is within 50 miles of our home.
We exclusively photograph in RAW format. While this makes the processing more labor
intensive, it results in the highest possible image quality, especially under challenging lighting
conditions as are commonly encountered at weddings.
Delivery of images to the clients will be in high quality JPG format.
While the number of photos delivered varies from one wedding to the next, you should generally
expect between 50 and 100 photos for each hour of coverage.
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PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
OPTION 1: Time + Prints
$100 per hour on location or in the studio (one half hour minimum)
No extra charge for the time spent processing the pictures
The photographer retains all copyrights. Clients may not duplicate or distribute
pictures in any form (electronically or in print). Clients will purchase prints at the
following rates:
$5 for each 4x6 inch print
$15 for each 8x10 inch print
$35 for each 11x14 inch print

$7 for each 5x7 inch print
$20 for each 8x12 inch print
$50 for each 12x18 inch print

All prints are available either lustre/matte or glossy.
OPTION 2: Time + Photos on CD
$100 per hour on location or in the studio (one half hour minimum)
No extra charge for the time spent processing the pictures
Clients obtain full copyrights, including rights to make their own prints and to duplicate
and distribute pictures electronically. Clients purchase photos on CD at the following
rates:
$25 for each photo in limited resolution (approx. 1 Megapixel)
$50 for each photo in full resolution (approx. 5-10 Megapixels)
Limited resolution photos (1200x800 pixels) are suitable for emailing, Web sites, and
small prints (4x6 or 5x7). They will not yield acceptable print quality for larger prints.
Full resolution photos are usually between 5 and 10 Megapixels (depending on cropping)
and generally yield excellent print quality up to 12x18 inches.
OPTION 3: Portrait Package
$250 per hour on location (one hour minimum) which includes:
All post-processing and retouching
High resolution images on CD
Copyright release for all photos
While the number of photos delivered varies from one portrait session to the next, you
should generally expect between 8 and 10 retouched portraits for each hour of coverage.
Sales tax is added to all photo orders, whether in print or on CD.
The portrait photography pricing on this page may not be applied to weddings.
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EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
All event packages include the following:
Coverage by one (1) photographer
All post-processing and retouching
High resolution images on CD or DVD
Copyright release for all photos
$250 + tax per hour on location (one hour minimum)
No extra charge for travel, as long as the location is within 50 miles of our home.
The event photography pricing on this page may not be applied to weddings.
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